Workflow is the key to success in your imaging business. Technical issues or changes to your network environment can bring productivity and patient care to a standstill.

Hologic has the connectivity experts who can provide timely and effective services to your business before and after installation of your Hologic system. Our team of experts will work directly with imaging center staff to plan, configure, diagnose and recommend solutions that improve and optimize imaging workflow.
Hologic connectivity experts take a holistic view of your entire environment to solve issues and optimize image workflow. Our technical team has a deep understanding of how Hologic solutions, third-party DICOM devices, your network and PACS work together. Because our connectivity experts have a dedicated focus with connected Hologic systems, they are uniquely qualified to solve problems fast and proactively improve workflow.

Your network and everything on it is a complex environment. It all needs to work in harmony in order to deliver what you expect—reliability, uptime and speed. If something changes within this environment, it may have an adverse impact on your image workflow and patient throughput. Whether you have a major planned event such as migrating to a new PACS, or a minor event such as reconfiguring IP addresses within your department, Hologic connectivity experts can help.

**Services Offered**

**SCO to BTO File Conversion** – This managed service converts current SCO formatted files to the DICOM standard BTO format for storage in your PACS and display on any BTO capable viewing workstation.

**Post Implementation Configuration Changes** –
The following are some of the most common services performed by our connectivity experts:

- CPT code reconfigurations (Dimensions®, Selenia®)
- PACS or MWL (Modality Work List) reconfigurations (Dimensions, Selenia)
- HL7 and MWL reconfiguration (SecurXchange®)
- Pre-/post-fetch and routing rules reconfiguration (SecurXchange)
- Updating/adding application synchronization (AppSync) interfaces
- Modification of post-implementation settings such as IP addresses, version changes, etc.
- Query/retrieve setup/configuration
- Image workflow optimization
- Other workflow customization upon request

**Go to the Experts First**

Hologic connectivity experts are not just reacting to network issues. They proactively plan the optimal workflow to fit your environment. Take advantage of the unparalleled experience of the leader’s in women’s health imaging by contacting the experts at Hologic for your connectivity needs.

To get more information or a quote, contact your Hologic account manager or Tech Support team at BreastHealth.Support@hologic.com or 877-371-4372